Tips and Tricks
Entering your projects for the Master Builders Tasmanian Awards for Excellence might seem
a daunting process, but it is quite easy if you follow our tips.

It’s all in the details
So what makes a Building Excellence Award winner? Your project must be excellent.
• It must exceed normal requirements of all the relevant criteria
• The builders input substantially contributed to the success of the project
• It goes beyond the minimum requirements of the national construction code towards

best practice
• All stages of the submission are of a high standard
• It stands out

We want to know as much about your project as possible, so it’s important to provide a brief
detailed summary. It should include, an overall description of the project, including main
features and/or any unique challenges that had to be overcome.

Professional photos
Photos are a great tool to promote your quality project to potential customers and National
judges.
Utilising the skills of an architectural photographer will give your project a competitive
advantage.
It is mandatory to provide photos of your project with your entry, we ask for a maximum of
12 high resolution quality digital images that are clearly named.
Mobile phone images are not acceptable.

Handover
Why not include a General Authorisation in your handover pack to your clients!
Reinforces the quality of the build you have just built for them, helps you plan and make a
start on the entry process for the upcoming awards.

Eligibility
• Only members of Master Builders Tasmania (MBT) are eligible to enter
• Entries from the geographical area of Tasmania ONLY
• Projects entered must have been completed between the designated timeframes
• The construction price is to include all standard fixtures, fittings, allowances and

variations
• The judges reserve the right to determine that an entry has been entered into an

incorrect category and the entrant will be notified of changes
Heritage-listed Builds – this category acknowledges excellence in the renovation or
restoration of a heritage-listed or period building which has been constructed prior to
1970. The renovation of a heritage or period building must incorporate the period features
of the building by either restoring the original or matching the original period with new
work. Projects may include modern fixtures and fittings.
Best Use of Australian Made Products – this category is to acknowledge innovative ways to
showcase Australian Made Products. Entries can be for a component or feature of a project,
for example Australian made flooring.

